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About This Document 
The purpose of this document is to give guidance to administrators of the Subversion (SVN) revision 
control system to be used by CAVS thrust areas such as the CMD thrust. 
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1 Introduction 
Much documentation is already available concerning setting up and administering a Subversion 
repository, and this document is not a replacement for that documentation.  See the SVN Book 
mentioned under Section 3.1 which has detailed information.  Some details specific to setting up the 
SVN repository in the HPC/CAVS environment along with procedures needed to be performed by one 
of the SVN administrators before a new project can be checked in are covered. 

2 Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to give some guidance to the administrators of the Subversion (SVN) 
revision control system as set up for various CAVS thrust areas such as the CMD thrust.  Some of the 
steps may be specific to CMD and examples given may reference a specific directory for CMD thrust. 

3 Subversion 

3.1 Useful Links 
Subversion Homepage – 
 http://subversion.tigris.org/ 

SVN Book (online or hardcopy) – **Bookmark this one**  
 If you are new to SVN administration, I highly recommend 
reading this SVN book. 

 http://svnbook.red-bean.com/ 

3.2 The Repository Creation and Configuration 
For the CMD group, the location of the code repository is 

/cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes 

This repository is intended for the use of the entire CMD group and must have the proper filesystem 
permissions so that CMD users can utilize it since we will be using the “file:” or “svn+ssh:” access 
protocol and not going through “http:” using a web server (a much more complicated process to set up 
but with some advantages).  However, there are a few administrative files related to the repository which 
only a few knowledgeable people should have the permission and authority to change.  E.g., the files 
which control the commit privileges (who can commit to which folders within the repository).  I had the 
HPC admin group to create a new Unix group called cmdsvn initially containing the users mfhorst, 
pwang, florina, rlc, haupt, henley.  This cmdsvn group of users (svn administrator) will have 
read and write permission to the configuration files and commit privilege to any location within the 
repository.  As new projects are identified which should be added to the repository, one of these svn 
administrators will need to setup the top-level project folder and the trunk, tags, and branches subfolders 
in the repository.  This is explained in more detail in section 3.3.  Also, the svn administrator will need 
to edit the configuration file and grant commit privilege to the author(s) of the project to the newly 
created repository folder so they can perform commits to it. 
 

http://subversion.tigris.org/�
http://svnbook.red-bean.com/�
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To create the repository with appropriate permissions for the cmd group use the Unix commands (e.g., 
on the machine “titan”) [brackets are comments and not part of the command]: 

$ newgrp cmd  [start a shell whose group is cmd] 
$ umask 007  [our mask will allow rwx for user and group only] 
$ svnadmin create /cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes 

Since there are two different group of users for this repository (cmd and cmdsvn), most files will belong 
to the cmd group and a few to the cmdsvn group.  Setting the groups can be accomplished with the 
following commands [again, brackets are comments and not part of the command]: 

$ cd /cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos 
$ chgrp cmdsvn cmdcodes        [now make top-level directory in cmdsvn group] 
$ chgrp –R cmdsvn cmdcodes/conf  [make conf in cmdsvn group] 
$ chgrp –R cmdsvn cmdcodes/hooks  [make hooks in cmdsvn group] 

A few of the directories and files need a little further adjustment of permissions 
$ chmod o+x,g+s cmdcodes/conf 
$ chmod o+x,g+s cmdcodes/hooks 

NOTE: After the above instructions were written, it was decided that the cmdcodes repository would 
only contain codes which are intended for public release so r-x permission (read,execute) for others is ok 
for this repository.  The umask in the above commands could be 002 instead of 007.  This repository 
will be mirrored to a machine which has a webserver with visibility to the outside world, so there is not 
really any good reason to restrict read permission from people not in the cmd group. 
 
In the cmdcodes/hooks directory are templates for many different hooks.  We will only be using one or 
possibly two of them.  The primary one of interest is the pre-commit hook which will be used to perform 
checks and decide if the commit will be allowed or not.  Copy the pre-commit.tmpl to pre-commit and 
add execute permission. 

$ cd /cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/hooks 
$ cp pre-commit.tmpl pre-commit 
$ chmod a+x pre-commit 

Now edit the pre-commit script as desired to perform any checks and approve or disapprove the commit.  
If the script exits with a non-zero value, the commit is not performed.  A zero exit value (Unix meaning 
is “OK” or “True”) allows the commit to continue.  In our case, we check to see that the log message is 
not empty, and we call a Perl script to do most of the work of checking that the author has permission to 
commit to the selected folder.  More details are given in the next section.  Another script that may be 
used is the post-commit script.  This should run after the commit has completed, and we implemented a 
script that would check and set the proper permissions on the files created by the commit (to try to 
address some permissions problems from certain users performing commits).  As it turns out, the 
permissions were being caused by TortoiseSVN directly accessing the repository via a mapped drive 
which was bypassing the hook scripts.  We inquired to see if admin could easily restrict the svn 
repository from being mapped as a drive, but were informed it was not feasible since other 
subdirectories in the same directory where the repository is located would still need that capability.  So 
we are requesting that users do not map the repository location using samba and then use the “file:” 
access protocol, but rather just use the “svn+ssh:” protocol which does not cause these permissions 
problems.  
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3.2.1 Configuring Commit Access 
In svn, there are hooks which can be triggered related to different events.  In our case, we are interested 
in the “pre-commit” hook and we will use it to enforce two policies.   
 
NOTE: The svn hooks, such as pre-commit, will work fine on Unix/Linux machines using the “file:” 
protocol or the “svn+ssh:” protocol, or from Windows machines when accessing the repository with the 
“svn+ssh:” protocol.  HOWEVER, it was discovered that mapping the repository as a network drive  
(say drive R:) on Windows and then accessing using the “file:” protocol will bypass the hook scripts 
(Windows machines do not know how to run Unix scripts directly).  So in the companion document 
CCG-TR-2009-02 “Subversion Introduction: User Documentation”, the recommended setup for the 
Windows TortoiseSVN client has been changed so that it does not cause the bypass of the hook scripts 
and thus bypass the enforcement of the two policies described in this section.  Having said that, any user 
who is a member of the Unix group (cmd group in this case) could manually overwrite files in the 
repository directly from Unix or Windows.  Generally this is not a problem and backups can be used to 
recover (within a day or two) if someone accidentally deletes some repository files. 
 
First, the pre-commit hook will check to see that the log message is not empty, to force the user to at 
least give something for the log message.  The hope and desire is that something short but meaningful is 
given.  E.g., “Added new function xyz() to compute vector length.” or “Changed matching algorithm to 
increase performance.” and NOT something like “made changes” or “Updated” (which is basically 
useless information that won’t help you or anyone else know six months from now what the purpose of 
the commit was!!).  This check is accomplished by using the svnlook command to retrieve the log 
message and piping the output thru grep to see if it contains letters or numbers (non-empty). 
 
Second, the pre-commit hook checks to see if the author of this commit has the rights to perform the 
commit on the files and/or directories being modified.  This is accomplished by calling a perl script 
which, in turn, accesses a configuration file containing the permissions.  The configuration file is called 
“commit-access-control.cfg” and is located in the /cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/conf directory. 
 
The commit-access-control.cfg file format is explained in detail in the comments at the beginning of the 
file.  It is briefly repeated here.  It contains sections which begin with a header in square brackets [ ], 
followed by parameters in the format (name = value).  The header should be unique, so don’t just copy 
one section to create a new one without changing the header.  There are three parameters of interest. the 
“match” parameter gives a Perl regular expression which defines the files or directories to which this 
permission will apply.  The “access” parameter defines whether the permission is “read-only” or “read-
write”.  The optional “users” parameter defines the users this permission is applied to.  Here is an 
example: 

 
[Make everything read-only for all users] 
match   = .* 
access  = read-only 
 
[Make everything read-write for specific users] 
match  = .* 
users  = igorzhuk henley haupt rlc florina pwang mfhorst 
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access = read-write 
 
# Note: in this case rlc already had write access from the above 
# section but this given as an example 
[Make DMG read-write for primary author(s)] 
match  = dmg.* 
users  = rlc 
access = read-write 
 

By default everything is read-only for all users, and commit access must be granted explicitly to each 
user who should have write (commit) access to certain locations in the repository. 

3.3 Creating a New Project in the Repository 
[This section should probably be expanded, but for now gives the short list of actions for the svn 
administrator.] 
When a new project is approved to be added to the CMD repository, two steps are needed from the svn 
administrator: 

1) Create the toplevel project directory with the subdirectories “trunk”, “tags”, and “branches” in 
the repository. 

2) Edit the configuration file to add access (commit) privileges for the author(s) of this project. 
 
E.g., to add project “DataAnalyzer” with authors frank and mike to the repository, you can follow 
Method A or Method B below.  I prefer Method A since it is less typing and triggers only one new 
revision in the repository which adds all the project folders at once.  Method A is simply creating the 
top-level folder and subfolders using normal OS commands and then importing this “skeleton”.  Method 
B will work fine also and directly creates the folders and subfolders in the repository using the “svn 
mkdir” command, which directly makes the new directory in the repository (and commits it). 
 
Method A: 

 
[type the following commands in a location where DataAnalyzer does not already 
exist!!] 
$ mkdir DataAnalyzer DataAnalyzer/trunk DataAnalyzer/tags DataAnalyzer/branches 
$ svn import DataAnalyzer file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdtest/DataAnalyzer -m 
"Creating DataAnalyzer project folders." 
$ rm –r DataAnalyzer 
 
 
 

Method B: 
$ svn mkdir file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/DataAnalyzer –m “Creating 
DataAnalyzer project folder” 
$ svn mkdir file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/DataAnalyzer/trunk -m 
“Creating DataAnalyzer/trunk folder” 
$ svn mkdir file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/DataAnalyzer/tags -m 
“Creating DataAnalyzer/tags folder” 
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$ svn mkdir file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/DataAnalyzer/branches -m 
“Creating DataAnalyzer/branches folder” 
 

You can use the “svn list” command to view and doublecheck your actions. 
$ svn list file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes 

This should show the toplevel repository folders which should contain your newly created DataAnalyzer 
folder.  Then the following command should show the trunk, tags, and branches folders. 

$ svn list file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/DataAnalyzer 

Now you should edit the commit-access-control.cfg file (see section 3.2.1) located in the 
/cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/conf directory to add a new section for DataAnalyzer and 
grant commit permission to frank and mike.  A new section similar to the following should be added to 
the end of the file. 

 
[DataAnalyzer permissions] 
match = DataAnalyzer.* 
users = frank mike 
access = read-write 

After saving the commit-access-control.cfg file, send an email to the authors to inform them that the 
repository is ready to accept their project. 
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